Grade 6: Mr. Rodayan
Week of October 16-20

Language
(Mrs.
Patterson)

This week in language students will continue towards completion of the 21
Balloons in class novel study. They will continue to engage in literature
circle activities involving discussion questions, significant passages,
visualization and new vocabulary.
Students should be reading through their independent book project novels
through the next month. Assignment details are posted to the Grade 6
website under the homework tab.
Students will continue to review their List #3 spelling words: unite,
document, issue, gratitude, juvenile, nuisance, manual, routine, cruise,
vacuum. Test Wednesday October 25th.
In Grammar, students will explore compound words.
Students will continue their poetry unit, examining various text features
and stylistic devices in poetic forms. They will be creating their own poems
in class, incorporating the use of specific stylistic devices.
Lesson 21: Divisibility

Math
(Mrs.
Patterson)

Lesson 22: Equal Groups Problems with Fractions
Lesson 23: Ratio, Rate
Lesson 24: Adding and Subtracting Fractions that have common
denominators
Lesson 25: Writing Division answers as mixed numbers
Low organised and cooperative games. A focus will be on Cross Country.

Physical
Education

(Coach
Henderson)

Art
(Ms. Becke)

We will be continuing Hundertwasser-style art of haunted Victorian
homes!

Music
(Mr. Mason)

French
(Mr. Rodayan)

This week students will continue their “Parlons de moi” (All about me)
posters, describing themselves, their friends and family members. They
will also receive their vocabulary words and verbs that they will use to
prepare for a “dictée" (spelling test) in two weeks. Students will continue
their daily journals in class, describing their daily routines and reinforcing
important vocabulary words and verb tenses.

Social Studies
(Mr. Rodayan)

Students will continue learning about imports, exports and trade balance,
with a focus on the NAFTA. Students will also learn about Canada's major
trading partners, their major imports & exports.

Science
(Mr. Rodayan)

Students will continue their unit on Understanding Earth & Space Systems.
They will focus on the moon and its various phases as it revolves around
the earth. Students will also be able to describe the effects of the relative
positions and motions of the earth, moon, and sun.

Health
(Mrs. Becke)

We will begin to look at responsibility and what it means at home and in
the community, and how our responsibilities can positively and negatively
affect those around us.

Media Arts
(Mr. Mason)
Theatre skills.
Drama
(Ms. Sweet)

